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Abstract: This article challenges the anti-structural and ahistorical turn in recent histories of the Iranian Revolution. Tracing the genealogy of this anti-structural turn to the publication of Foucault’s writings on Iran, the author argues that the continued decline of US-Iran relations, coupled with hostility toward anti-imperialist scholarship in US academia, has created the conditions for an ahistoricism in US-based scholarship on Iran. This turn is further exacerbated by the lack of accessible archives to enable rigorous analyses of the Revolution. The article concludes by distinguishing between an intellectual, one who challenges the status quo to create a more just world, and a functionary, whose scholarly contributions are guided by the precepts of foundation funding and the State Department. Ultimately, the article calls for a transformation in Iranian Studies toward radical intellectualism.
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The year 2019 marked the fortieth anniversary of the Iranian Revolution, an occasion that came to be surprisingly momentous for an emerging generation of Iranian-American academics, who created an opportunity out of the anniversary to advance new directions in Iranian Studies scholarship.1 Two distinct areas of academic interest emerged in the years immediately prior to and following the anniversary. The first area of interest is the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps, a body of scholarship marked by intellectual superficiality, since access to the IRGC is quite limited for US academics.2 More concerning, however, is its alleged utility, because the most obvious audience for such a scholarship would be the US State Department, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the broader US national security state. The second area of scholarship,

---

1 I distinguish academics from intellectuals. Academics are those who most resemble careful functionaries that reproduce the liberal status quo. By contrast, intellectuals are characterized “by boldness, vulnerability, commitment, and risk.” For the intellectual, writing is not a vocation, but rather a means through which to change the world. See Edward Said (1994) Representations of the Intellectual (New York: Vintage Books), pp. 12-13.

2 Narges Bajoghli’s recent publication is the most significant example, see Bajoghli (2019) Iran Re-Framed: Anxieties of Power in the Islamic Republic (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press). Iran Reframed is a short cultural analysis of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard’s media arm and argues that IRGC members and the Iranian public are not as committed to the principles of the Iranian Revolution as the Islamic Republic would argue. In effect, Bajoghli creates a fantasy of an unstable Islamic Republic for a western audience to consume. I call such texts a “memo to the state,” documents read by US intelligence officials to aid them in undermining Iranian sovereignty.
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which I interrogate here, involves studies of the Iranian Revolution and the social movements that organized and drove the Revolution. This work is certainly more interesting and rigorous than the former, building upon a long history of scholarship on the Revolution, but it largely misses the mark vis-à-vis the world historical significance of the Revolution. Specifically, much of this scholarship lacks an analysis of the international power relations that led to the Revolution and continue to determine the fate of Iran and Iranians, reflecting an anti-structuralist turn in Iranian Studies.

In this article, I expose the silencing of US-led imperialism in contemporary historiographies of Iran and the Iranian Revolution, resulting in an ahistorical and anti-structural turn in emerging Iranian studies scholarship. While anti-imperialism was one of the great unifying features guiding the organizations and political parties involved in the Revolution, and US-led imperialism continues to be the greatest threat to the lives and livelihoods of Iranians, recent US-based histories of Iran and the Revolution avoid the matter of US-led imperialism altogether. Not surprisingly, those who refuse to mention imperialism live in its belly, where anti-imperialist intellectual activity is often punished or at best ignored. There is nothing to gain from being an anti-imperialist in empire. Thus, Foucault and Foucauldian thinking have come to guide much of the burgeoning historiography on Iran, a trend that is neither accidental nor historical.3

First, I describe the rise of anti-structuralism in emerging Iranian-American historiography and its causes and effects. In the second section, I address the dangers of idealism in political and historiographical analysis. I conclude with a discussion of the unthinkability of Iran in Western academia and a call for radical intellectualism.

Anti-Structuralism as Ahistoricism

Much has been written about Michel Foucault’s brief stay in Iran immediately prior to the Revolution.4 Foucault’s observations were neither particularly interesting, well researched, nor entirely accurate. They were basic observations of a learned European influenced deeply by Orientalism. Had an unknown European intellectual written about the Revolution in a manner similar to Foucault, there would have been little attention given to what was said. But because of Foucault’s fame, his comments have garnered a great deal of attention in Western academia.

Not surprisingly, the focus on Foucault and his reading of the Revolution has been followed by an anti-structural trend within the study of the Revolution itself. This trend has ahistorical tendencies in many respects, due to limited access to archives. In 1995, Charles Kurzman commented that the impressive output of scholarship on the Revolution “does not reflect a

---

3 See generally Janet Afary and Kevin B. Anderson (2005) Foucault and the Iranian Revolution: Gender and the Seductions of Islamism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press). This was the first book to publish comprehensively Foucault’s writings on the Revolution and situate him as an interlocutor within the historiography of Iran.

similarly copious wealth of source materials. In fact, the study of the Iranian revolutionary movement is largely, one might argue, sound and fury, a lot of grand theorizing lacking a solid empirical basis.”

Over twenty years have passed since Kurzman made this observation, and yet little has changed. Access to revolutionary archives in Iran is limited, and little to nothing has been declassified in the United States and Europe, both of which played key roles in the events leading up to the Revolution and its aftermath. In fact, several years ago I went to the State Department archives in Maryland to conduct research on US activities in Iran before the Revolution and after. Many of the documents that were available were highly redacted, and those that were available without redactions were too few to lend themselves to a rigorous historical analysis. In the absence of archives or data, most discerning scholars would decide to stop, to turn to other interesting topics with available archives and data. Yet, this has not been the case with many Iranian-American academics who study the Revolution. They have kept on, writing and rewriting about the same topic, critiquing what has been previously said, and devolving ever deeper into anti-structural, ahistorical, discursive analyses that rehash the same arguments and debates about the Revolution.

Take, for example, Naghmeh Sohrabi’s 2018 article on the historiography of the Iranian Revolution, wherein she seeks to highlight the often marginalized, ignored, or still unwritten aspects of the history. Hers is a noble cause, and with the right access to archives, it would certainly be an interesting one as well. She contrasts the Iranian historiography with the Euro-American historiography, and contends that the Euro-American historians continue to be occupied by the same questions—the extent to which the Revolution was hijacked, whether it was a failed Revolution, and who were the major forces that organized it. The positionality of other academics who wrote on the Revolution is a topic to which she gives considerable attention, since most earlier analyses of the Revolution were written by individuals who actually participated in or were deeply impacted by its unfolding. Many well-respected Iranian scholars in the US were members of the left or liberal nationalist formations, or otherwise supported the Revolution and enthusiastically participated in demonstrations and other events. As Sohrabi argues, some of these scholars remained in the United States because of the Iran-Iraq War or post-revolutionary purges of opposition groups. Their relationship to the Revolution is thus historically contingent—at first deeply intimate and proximate, then mediated by an enforced distance from post-revolutionary Iran.

Ultimately, Sohrabi concludes that a writing of the Revolution’s history “from a non-normative, non-positivist, non-teleological perspective” could reposition it as one of “the last great successful revolutions of the post-colonial world and in its post-revolutionary shape, as one of the

---


first to answer the questions and anxieties of its global south ethos in an Islamic form.”7 This is a
conclusion that I agree with and applaud, but without adequate archival access what more can be
said beyond the obvious? Her critique of the proximity of earlier scholars is especially troubling
in this respect, since at least those individuals had personal experiences and observations about
which to write, from which to decipher patterns and ruptures.8 In many respects, Sohrabi’s call
mirrors earlier calls by white Eurocentric historians for objectivity in history, but does so without
sufficient access to archives.9 In this way, Sohrabi weaponizes objectivity against oral history
specifically.

Global 1979: Geographies and Histories of the Iranian Revolution, edited by Arang
Keshavarzian and Ali Mirsepassi is another revealing example, and similarly begins with the
matter of positionality. “The men and women that made the 1979 Iranian Revolution were of their
time and place…. As researchers, we face a similar predicament of spatial and temporal specificity.
Yet, neither time nor space are isolated; they become meaningful analytical categories when
‘made’ in relation to larger social processes interconnecting times and places.”10 This discussion
of positionality would be irrelevant if there were copious archives and data to exhume. But in the
absence of archives, the specter of positionality and proximity shapes much of the “emergent”
scholarship on the Revolution in what feels both redundant and superficial. In other words, because
there are few archives to access, the discussion of the Revolution has now evolved into the question
of authority, a debate over who has the authority to speak.

Of course, as an edited volume, Global 1979 is much richer than the immediate concerns
raised in the first few pages. Keshavarzian and Mirsepassi both write early chapters attempting to
define the concept of “the global,” challenging the teleological frames of existing revolutionary
history with a special focus on contingency. While the historical turn toward contingency is
certainly welcome, it is sometimes accompanied by an inadequate analysis of power. For example,
Mirsepassi critiques a short 1979 article written by Ervand Abrahamian, a preeminent Marxist
Iranian-American historian who is known for his rigorous use of the archive, stating that
Abrahamian’s earlier arguments are too broad to explain actual events in Iran. Instead, Mirsepassi
calls for an examination of “the multiple contingent facets of lifeworlds.”11 This, he says, is the
emergent approach to understanding the Iranian Revolution, an approach reflected by the
contributions in the volume. The concept of lifeworlds is one which evokes multiple scales of

7 Ibid.
8 Ibid, pp. 2-3.
living and being, but lacks either an implicit or explicit inquiry into international power relations that shape those lifeworlds. In this sense, it is both anti-structural and ahistorical.

Keshavarzian argues that “globalizing the Iranian Revolution is an enterprise to recover the histories of the revolution non-teleologically.” Citing Michel-Rolph Trouillot on the unthinkability of the Haitian Revolution in academic discourse, Keshavarzian says that the chapters in the volume coalesce around arguments about how the Iranian Revolution was in fact thinkable and planned. This is undoubtedly true, yet it also reflects a misreading of Trouillot, who argues that power precedes the narrative through the making of the archive. That is, the presences or absences in the archive “are neither neutral nor natural. They are created.” Silence is an active process that entails both erasure and occlusion. What renders the Haitian Revolution unthinkable is its silencing through the Eurocentric archive, which is precisely the same problem facing studies of the Iranian Revolution. The Iranian Revolution was organized and planned, and its participants are alive, they can speak of it with eloquence and authority, and they have done so, but to the degree that it is absent from the historical archive through secrecy, redaction, and classification, it is indeed unthinkable. Thus, as archives recede from historical view, and the accounts of scholars proximate to the Revolution are dismissed as biased or subjective, what remains are immaterial analyses that are largely discursive. Such analyses may be interesting, but lack a sufficient engagement with both power and history.

Global history necessarily requires an analysis of global systems of power, but Keshavarzian dismisses such an analysis “as a ready-made stage” composed of concepts like “imperialism, global hegemony, the world capitalist system, or dependent development.” Reading Keshavarzian, one might think that the age of imperialism is over, that Iran exists on some sort of symbolic island untouched by global systems of power. The irony is that the opposite could not be truer. Iran is suffering because it is subject to one of the most sweeping and brutal international sanctions regimes in modern history. With over one-third of the world, the majority of which is in the Global South, subject to economic sanctions, international power relations may

---


16 Keshavarzian, “Globalizing the Iranian Revolution,” p. 44.

now be as acute as they were during the era of formal colonialism.\textsuperscript{18} However, the editors of \textit{Global 1979} argue that such systems of power are not as encompassing as the global economy suggests. Their argument emerges out of a refusal to contend with structures of power beyond those exerted by the Islamic Republic, perhaps the greatest problem of this volume, which really should be called “How 1979 Produced the Islamic Republic.” Thus, there is very little that is actually global about the contributions to the volume, either in circuitry or analysis.

One chapter, by Maryam Alemzadeh, discusses the guerilla trainings that members of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corp (IRGC) participated in with leftists throughout the world, and traces the transformation of the IRGC into “a state-sponsored entity.”\textsuperscript{19} Another chapter by Golnar Nikpour calls the Islamic Republic of Iran one of the most heavily carceral states in the world.\textsuperscript{20} In a chapter written by Arash Davari and Naghmeh Sohrabi, the authors reconstruct the death of the famous Iranian wrestler Gholamreza Takhti as Iran’s participation in the 1968 moment, a moment that was exceedingly European, and that was \textit{inspired by} rebellions and revolutions in the Third World, not the reverse as Davari and Sohrabi suggest. Rather than situate the response to the death of Takhti within the long anti-colonial lineage of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, something that Abrahamian has done with the protests leading up to the election of Prime Minister Mossadegh, Davari and Sohrabi look to Europe as their primary interlocutor.

There is a way in which claims to globalism and contingency in \textit{Global 1979} function to disguise methodological nationalism, reflecting and reinforcing “the identification that many scholars maintain with their own nation-states.”\textsuperscript{21} In this context, a dualistic methodological nationalism aligns the authors with US interests and challenges to the Islamic Republic, while reflecting the authors status as Iranian exiles located in the west, with a nationalist hermeneutic that objectifies the Islamic Republic. Although Sohrabi, Keshavarzian, and Mirsepassi claim to be asking new questions and offering new answers, this emergent scholarship reifies merely the enduring controversies about the Revolution and the age-old debate about the origins and content of the Islamic Republic, questions which occupy Iranian dinner tables and scholarly discussions.


The reason answers to these questions remain elusive is not because scholars lack sufficient objectivity, sensitivity to nuance and contingency, or have an inaccurate understanding of the global. The reason is the archive. The archive is especially fraught when it involves nations who have challenged western imperialism or colonialism, nations like Haiti or Iran. In such contexts, archival silence is an intentional process that governs its production so as to narrow the contours of knowledge production on revolutionary anti-imperialist and anti-colonial activities, particularly when the revolutionary oppressed and the subordinated win against the West. Knowledge has a political economy unto itself, an economy I explore in the next section.

The Production of Idealism

In “Representations of the Intellectual,” Edward Said presents a political economy of knowledge production in the West. According to Said, academic institutions

[A]ll employ academic experts to carry out research and study programs that further commercial as well as political agendas. This of course is part of what is considered normal behavior in a free market system, and occurs throughout Europe and the Far East as well. There are grants and fellowships to be had from think tanks, plus sabbatical leaves and publishing subventions, as well as professional advancement and recognition.22

Today, many of the university-based initiatives advancing the study of Iran, are tied to these funding sources in one way or another. There are indeed some progressive funding sources that are supporting critical and innovative work on Iranian history or the Iranian diaspora, but that is not the norm. Much of the current academic work produced on Iran is, what I call, a memo for the State Department. New books and articles appear every month that provide troves of information on Iranian culture, society, and politics, information that is generally uninteresting to a US academic audience, unless one is a CIA analyst seeking to manufacture intelligence out of the most banal aspects of life and living. We can be certain that the State Department is reading these books and articles closely and using that information to produce intelligence, even if that is not the stated goal or intended audience of the author.

Unfortunately, as the Biden Administration advances aggressively its pressure campaign against Iran, members of the Iranian-American intelligentsia have remained largely silent. Like their Cuban-American counterparts, they often serve as local informants and the first line of internal defense against critical thinking or even mildly progressive action confronting imperialist hegemony. They do not condemn the policies of US imperialism, which are quite literally starving the people of Iran, depriving them of vital medications and basic food staples, and threatening their very existence. These individuals have reserved their attacks for what they call the “vulgar left.”23


In short, they assert themselves only when the left attempts to organize and write against US-led imperialism in Iran and West Asia more broadly. We know this playbook well. The same dynamic continues with Venezuela. The informants find it offensive to advocate for the sovereignty of Iran, but not as offensive to perpetuate the policy of regime change targeting any country in the Global South that exits the US sphere of influence.

In their attacks, members of the intelligentsia make three primary arguments. They often begin by arguing that the people in Iran want regime change. There are several problems with this argument. First, it is impossible to ascertain from the United States whether the people of Iran actually want “regime change.” If we were to play the numbers game, notwithstanding its limitations, even the most recent protests over the last few years in Iran were limited at most to hundreds of thousands, if that, whereas the funeral procession for slain general Qassem Soleimani included millions of people in each city where it occurred—Ahvaz, Mashhad, Tehran and Kerman. This means that many people are willing to march in the streets in support of a government official. But playing the protest numbers game has many problems, as protests are not always and necessarily an accurate reflection of the public as a whole. Neither are the slogans raised at protests.

The second claim is that the Islamic Republic is authoritarian. The people of Iran, like virtually every other society in the world, have vibrant political debates that play out in the halls of academia, newspapers and magazines, the Parliament, the cafes and restaurants, and sometimes spill out into the streets. This is how organic and inorganic politics are practiced in most societies throughout the world, not unlike the political practices we see in the United States. One thing that virtually all nation-states share in common, irrespective of ideology or form of governance, is

24 For a discussion of how terms like authoritarianism are deployed to obscure US-led imperialism, a process Matteo Capasso calls a conceptual sub-text that repackages anti-imperialist nations in regime-type categories, see Matteo Capasso (2021) IR, Imperialism, and the Global South: From Libya to Venezuela, Politics, pp. 1-16.


that they alone define the terms of legitimate protest and seek to undermine what they define as illegitimate protest. Recall the “time-place-manner restrictions” set by the Supreme Court for US protests, the murders of Black Panther Party leaders, the continued imprisonment of indigenous, Black and Latinx activists, the recent prosecutions of Black Lives Matter protesters following the 2020 uprisings. This list is by no means exhaustive, and while it reflects the varying degrees of political repression in the United States, these practices are not limited to the US, nor to Iran for that matter. So why is the US called a liberal democracy, whereas Iran is called authoritarian? The answer has more to do with ideology than with rights.

The third claim, and arguably the most frustrating, is that any critique of US-led imperialism must be accompanied by a condemnation of the Islamic Republic. Practically speaking, this claim is very problematic, almost ridiculous. How can one organize a protest or write a petition challenging the policies of both nations? While the US is the greatest purveyor of violence in the modern world, Iran is one of its greatest victims. This elision of the power relations between the two nations, and endemic to imperialism, reflects the ahistorical and anti-structural tendencies reflected in the scholarship. To condemn the Islamic Republic from inside the belly of the beast, or worse, to call for regime change, reflects complicity with the beast itself, US-led imperialism. It does so by creating the conditions for interest convergence between one’s own opportunistic calls and the desires of the US policy apparatus, leading inevitably to cooptation by the powers of the latter.

Such illogical claims reflect a crisis within the Iranian-American intelligentsia, at once political, intellectual, and moral, for while the Iranian economy, and hence its people, are suffering under the weight of US-led imperialism, a certain sector of the intelligentsia, both Iranians and otherwise, condemn its failures and opportunistically call for its destruction. Notably, there does not seem to be consensus among the Iranian people regarding the Islamic Republic or relations with the US. Even after the US assassinated a high ranking Iranian government official,


28 Capasso, IR, Imperialism, and the Global South, pp. 3-6.

29 In this regard, please refer to the opening article of this Special Issue, Matteo Capasso and Ali Kadri (2023) The Imperialist Question in the Middle East and North Africa: Towards a Sociological Approach, Middle East Critique 32(3).

30 For comprehensive surveys of the Iranian public on matters such as US relations, see Nancy Gallagher, Ebrahim Mohseni, Clay Ramsay (2017) Iranian Attitudes on Iranian-US Relations in the Trump Era. Center for International
contravening both US constitutional law and international law, there were members of the Iranian American intelligentsia who claimed that the Islamic Republic was engulfed by a crisis of legitimacy.\textsuperscript{31} When Iran was seemingly most vulnerable, members of the intelligentsia did not call for its sovereignty, but rather sought to undermine the Islamic Republic even further.

In this regard, it is quite illustrative the \textit{Jadaliyya} Iran page’s recent debacle on the funeral procession of Soleimani, where millions marched through Tehran, Ahvaz, Kerman, and other cities to mourn Soleimani and protest his assassination. On November 22, 2020, the page published an article by Peyman Eshaghi entitled “Mourners in Common: Qassem Soleimani, Mohammad Reza Shajarian, and the ‘Pattern’ of Iranian Culture.”\textsuperscript{32} The editors of the page were attacked for publishing an article that was allegedly pro-regime, and took it down promptly. They not only censored the author, but also themselves and their own previous decision. Senior editors of \textit{Jadaliyya} claimed that the article should never have been published in the first place and deployed intellectual rigor, or lack thereof, in defense of their decision. However, the attacks on the Iran page were all over Twitter, available for anyone to see, so these retrospective claims of academic rigor fell on deaf ears as \textit{Jadaliyya}’s audience quickly realized that anti-Islamic secularism and anti-Iranian sectarianism guide many of the editorial decisions the magazine makes.

Members of the Iranian opposition have made the secularist, sectarian, regime-change argument for decades, namely the royalists and the Mujaheddin. However, these are right wing forces whose intentions are quite clear. When members of the intelligentsia make the same calls as the far right, but shroud their calls with fantastical claims of freedom from all forms of power, including both imperialism and state repression, they exhibit a dissociative reflex that is endemic to exiled academics, a rejection of reality as it is, replaced by a view of the world as they want to see it or as it once was. Marx called this idealism, and he considered it one of the most dangerous forces in history.

\textit{The main defect of all hitherto-existing materialism—that of Feuerbach included—is that the Object, actuality, sensuousness, are conceived only in the form of the object, or of contemplation, but not as human sensuous activity, practice, not subjectively. Hence it happened that the active


side, in opposition to materialism, was developed by idealism — but only abstractly, since, of course, idealism does not know real, sensuous activity as such. 33

Idealism is characterized by a failure to grasp the material, to view it as historically meaningful or politically forceful. In his lecture on “Revolution in the Third World”, Eqbal Ahmad said “[t]he function of good intellectual work is to apprehend reality in order to change it.” He was of course paraphrasing Marx, who said that “the philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways. The point is to change it.” 34 But the world is impossible to change if we fail to grasp it for what it is—the destruction US-led imperialism has wrought, the ways in which peoples’ and nations’ respond to it. Idealism among the Iranian-American intelligentsia reflects a dissociative rejection of reality stemming in part from nostalgia, as scholars have called it.35 However, this is a generous view that does not account for the dangers endemic to idealism and nostalgia when they are deployed as either political or historical force or epistemologies.

To support the above claims, members of the Iranian-American intelligentsia use academic buzzwords like “nuance” and “specificity”, words that the editors of Jadaliyya deployed against Eshaghi’s article on the Soleimani and Shajarian mourners. The secularists usually call for nuance when discussing the Islamic Republic because it is not like Venezuela or Bolivia. There are others who deploy this term quite strategically as well. In fact, the term nuance is lobbed from so many different directions that it has come to be void of any real meaning. While there is nothing wrong with being nuanced in the true meaning of the term, having attention to historical and political contingencies, facts are important. As a legal scholar, I support and believe in the importance of evidence. The issue here is the displacement of liberationist calls by calls for specificity and nuance. In essence, the call for nuance has a political economy of its own, operating as a euphemism for anti/anti-imperialism. The deployment of the term is often strategic, with an internal logic that belies its danger. According to Said, this strategy is not new.

The purpose of the intellectual’s activity is to advance human freedom and knowledge. This is still true, I believe, despite the often-repeated charge that “grand narratives of emancipation and enlightenment,” as the contemporary French philosopher Lyotard calls such heroic ambitions associated with the previous “modern” age, are pronounced as no longer having any currency in the era of postmodernism. According to this view, grand narratives have been replaced by local situations and language games; postmodern intellectuals now prize competence, not universal values like truth or freedom. I’ve always thought that Lyotard and his followers are admitting


34 Ibid, p. 146.

their own lazy incapacities, perhaps even indifference, rather than giving a correct assessment of what remains for the intellectual a truly vast array of opportunities despite postmodernism.36

The postmodern movement’s strategic deployment of nuance and specificity has become so normalized in both the academy and activist circles that many do not even know that it was once hotly debated by Said and others. There is also great hypocrisy in the critique of anti-imperialism, for it is bereft of rigorous analysis or nuance, and reflects the laziness that Said described decades ago.

“The new god of course is the West”37

In Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History, anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot excavates the power silence holds over historical production.38 As a Haitian scholar, his primary case study is the Haitian Revolution—the largest revolt of enslaved peoples in world history—and its treatment by Western historians. He argues that the silencing of the Revolution, its disappearance from the historical record, results from uneven power in the production of sources, archives, and narratives.39 The Revolution was unthinkable as it happened because it was both victorious and Black—unthinkable in that moment of widespread colonial violence and enslavement, for it was a revolution that sought liberation against both systems of domination, and won.40 Because the Haitian Revolution is unthinkable, it is silenced and disappeared in Western academic and knowledge production.41

Such silences also reverberate through the historiography of modern Iran. The erasure of US-led imperialism plagues the historiographical work of Iranian-American scholars. They refuse to contend with imperialism as a significant factor that drove the Iranian Revolution and the ensuing Iran-Iraq War. Similarly, they fail to challenge the effects of ongoing US-led imperialism in the region—the impacts of sanctions and the devastation of US-backed regional wars (see other contributions in this Special Issue). Such erasures and elisions render both Iran and the Revolution unthinkable. If, as Trouillot said of the Haitian Revolution, the Iranian Revolution too is unthinkable, it is no longer because of white Euro-American thinkers who are blind to the world

37 Ibid, p. 119.
38 Trouillot, Silencing the Past, p. 26. “Silences enter the process of historical production at four crucial moments: the moment of fact creation (the making of sources); the moment of fact assembly (the making of archives); the moment of fact retrieval (the making of narratives); and the moment of retrospective significance (the making of history in the final instance).”
39 Ibid, p. 27.
41 Ibid.
historical power of the Revolution. This takes place instead because Iranian-American academics have represented the Revolution through a liberal European hermeneutic that assumes the subordination of Iran to western capital and racial power, that is to say: imperialism.42

In *Representations of the Intellectual*, Edward Said argues that the mission of the intellectual is to be embarrassing and unpleasant, “someone who visibly represents a standpoint of some kind, and someone who makes articulate representations to his or her public despite all sorts of barriers.”43 The greatest threat to the intellectual is not the academy, according to Said, nor is it the commercialization of journalism and publishing houses, “but rather an attitude that I will call professionalism.”44 He defines professional behavior as a refusal for rocking the boat, straying outside accepted paradigms or limits, but rather making oneself marketable and presentable, uncontroversial, unpolitical, and “objective.”45 While the money and the gigs that come with intellectual activity are significant factors in arresting the intellectual’s power, ultimately the intellectual’s propensity toward acceptance—her own lack of agency as a thinker—undermines her output as a true intellectual, as Said defined it.

In this sense, the unthinkability of Iran and the Iranian Revolution is, in part, a phenomenon constructed by the failed intellectual, the intellectual who refuses to be an independent thinker. It is not an accident of history, it is instead a product of Eurocentrism as practiced by the intelligentsia. Both Iranian-American scholars and non-Iranian scholars are largely unable to view Iran outside of a classically western hermeneutic or ideology. Iran is rarely discussed as a functioning or even successful nation-state that has survived decades of imperial subjugation. One aspect of the unthinkability of Iran that often emerges in debates between anti-imperialists and imperial apologists is the so-called regional imperialism of Iran. Anyone who takes an anti-imperialist position on Iran is promptly attacked with the retort that Iran is imperialist too, disregarding the flow of value out of Iran as a central tenet of imperialism rendering it a peripheral nation. Accusations of Iranian imperialism reflect a broad attempt at equivocation between a country that is indigenous to the region and has been under colonial attacks since the nineteenth century, and that of a superpower thousands of miles away which aims blatantly to control the flow of commerce and resources. This argument reflects a poverty of analysis, for it assumes away the fundamentally economic and financial bases of imperialism.46

42 Said’s argument is that “intellectuals are individuals with a vocation for the art of representing, whether that is talking, writing, teaching, appearing on television.” Said, *Representations of the Intellectual*, pp. 12-13.

43 Ibid.

44 Ibid, p. 74.

45 Ibid.

46 As Lenin asserted in the preface to *Imperialism, The Highest Stage of Capitalism*, imperialism is the process by which capitalism becomes a world system of colonial oppression and of the financial strangulation of the overwhelming majority of the people of the world by a handful ‘advanced’ countries. And this ‘booty’ is shared between two or three powerful world marauders armed to the teeth, who involve the whole world in their war over the sharing of their booty.” P. 6. He ends chapter 7 by asking a key question that is more a prescient reminder. “We ask, is there under capitalism any means of removing the disparity between the development of productive forces and
In this argument, the racialization of Iran as a Third World or Global South nation is elided, and Iran is re-racialized in the regional or sectarian sense, thereby reifying the colonial sectarianism that continues to devastate the region. This erasure also omits the presence of anti-imperialist movements in the region, namely in Palestine, Lebanon, and Yemen, that are organic liberation struggles supported by Iran. In essence, race only matters regarding Iranian relations with reactionary Gulf monarchies or pro-US Arab forces in the region, not in the relationship between the US and Iran.47

The imperialism argument has a companion reasoning that erases Iran’s status as an economically subjugated nation—that the Islamic Republic should be defeated for being a capitalist state, another view that also reflects a poverty of analysis. Iran is not a core capitalist state, it is of the periphery. Since the 1979 Revolution, all efforts made to become economically independent from the capitalist metropoles of Europe and the US have been destroyed by continuing threats of US war and sanctions. Moreover, seeking the destruction of the Islamic Republic on the basis that it is a capitalist state is incredibly misguided. Considering the pressures of US-led imperialism and Zionism on Iran, whatever state apparatus that will replace the Islamic Republic will be far more capitalistic—and likely a rentier state—than the current government, which continues to operate as a welfare state.48 If the Iranian-American intelligentsia wants secular liberal democracy by any means necessary, then the onus is on them to provide one historical example where an imperialist invasion and the overthrow of the indigenous order resulted in an overall increase in the standard of living, prosperity, and stability for the nation as a whole. Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya are evidence of the opposite.

Unsurprisingly, the members of the US academy who make these claims have absolutely no regard for their proximity to the capitalist core and imperialist metropole from which they benefit. If they were truly interested in defeating capitalism and imperialism, it would make the most strategic sense to focus on the greatest capitalist state in the modern world, the United States, especially if one is living inside it. However, those foundations and media outlets that are funding scholarship on Iran would not fund scholarship or activism that threatens their own financial base. I assume this is one of the many reasons why the Iranian-American intelligentsia is by and large focused on Iran. Ultimately, to equivocate between the violence of modern US imperialism and that of the Iranian government is tantamount to a disavowal of one’s own responsibilities as an individual residing in the US and benefitting from its wealth. This disavowal is quite convenient

the accumulation of capital on the one side, and the division of colonies and ‘spheres of influence’ for finance capital on the other side—other than by resorting to war?” p. 74. In essence, imperialism cannot be defined merely by the presence of military personnel or the provision of strategic support from one state to another. Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (1963) Imperialism, The Highest Stage of Capitalism, in Lenin’s Selected Works (Moscow: Progress Publishers), Volume I. For a longer discussion on US-led imperialism, see Capasso and Kadri in this Special Issue.

47 Of course, Iran does indeed have influence in other countries in the region. But mere influence does not translate into imperialism. In fact, Iran is in a permanent state of economic and military self-defense, not imperialism or sub-imperialism.

when it comes with fellowships, sabbaticals, and the fame which accompanies native informants, the likes of Fouad Ajami from Lebanon, and Ahmad Chalabi from Iraq. The intelligentsia’s precision focus unleashed on the governments of Iran, Venezuela, and Bolivia at the precise moment at which they are under the guns of imperialism is nothing short of advocacy for US-led imperialism itself.

Conclusion

The answer to the myriad problems facing Iranian-American historians is radical intellectualism, a commitment to scholarship that promotes a more just and equitable world. Such an effort requires a clear program that would guide both the research and writing. First, a lucid view of global power relations is necessary. As US-led imperialism continues to decline and the wealth gap within the US increases, the state and its attendant apparatuses, such as the university, will become more and more hostile to radical scholarship. A lucid view of power relations will foster principled analyses of the US role in the region and the world in the face of increasing repression of US-based scholars. This is a mission that the entire Special Issue is dedicated to. Second, a material analysis of the world based both in the archive and oral histories is urgently needed. Otherwise, analyses of the Revolution and of Iran more broadly will continue to suffer from what Kurzman called sound and fury, a lot of grand theorizing lacking an empirical, and I will add, material, basis. Finally, radical intellectualism requires courage, as Edward Said once argued, courage to say what must be said to create the conditions for a just world.
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